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ind The Care of the Brood Mare on the Farm

She Require.
SSENTIALLY, the rate of brood mares is 
not different from that given to other classes 

horses. The brood mare, however, represents 
t least two animals, and it is especially owing 

this second animal that she becomes of ex- 
nordinary importance as compared with the 
ither inmates of the subie.
Pregnancy in itself is a perfectly normal func- 

ton. which in no way interferes with the mare’s 
ealth In fact, it may involve a very advan- 
geous influence upon the general well-being 
the animal body on account of the increased 

etabolism accompanying it. As a result, we 
-monly see that during the earlier stages of 
■egnancy the mare shows a better appetite and 
rs on flesh more rapidly.
During the first half of pregnancy, the condi- 

of the mare is not diffet

rd;

!*o» Some Special Attention to do her Special Work
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from the food, would be equivalent 
•ng of the colt.

The danne' of this, however, is self-limited, u 
the labor efficiency of the heavy mare is already 
reduced by the sise of her abdomen and her com
parative shortness of breath. A mare can do a 
considerable amount of work with impunity, but 
it should not be forgotten that she must be used 
sparingly, must not be asked to draw too heavy 
a load or to go too fast a pace, while her condi
tion as well as the welfare of the colt demand 
frequent breathing spells.

Ï5 to the stanr-movhients or mechanical violence, which are 
apt to produce premature birth.

When we carefully consider the above-mention
ed facts and thereby not forget that the pregnant 
brood mare represents two animals when it comes 
to feeding time, the principal features of her 
and management are at once apparent.

'
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Exercise and Work
In this the accustomed routine must be fol

lowed as near as the state ofitH* pregnancy pen its. 
The first question which presents itself here is 
the one of exercise and work. There can be no 
doubt that the amount of work performed by a 
brood mare during the last half of 

be considerably reduced. In the

Îs4‘
Muscular Activity Necessary 

On the other hand lack of exercise would be 
as undesirable as too much of it. Tho body and 
the proper performance of its functions demand 
a certain degree of muscular activity, and hence 
when we use our mares with some discretion, 
there can be no objection to them performing 
their daily work Many breeders work their 
mares almost to the time the colt is born, and 
find it an advantage to do so. There is no doubt 
that such a course
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pregnancy 
first place,

because of the considerable part of nutritive 
material which formerly was available for the 
development of mechanical 
utilized for the upbuildi 
course of formation, 
condition to deliver

erent from that of the 
horses of the stable, but after that time 

ges manifest themselves, which de- 
our consideration. At that time the foetus 

already assumed a considerable size, and 
is for some time is still on the increase. The 

of the foetus and ind- 
o . ■Brnt.illv that of the uterus is 
» s' - rond to exerdse an influ-
roni 'rf ,ip°" certain orR’ans 

1 their functions in a pure- 
mechanical manner.

is now bd 
new animal 

a mare of this 
great amounts of muscular 

energy, which is. of course, primarily derived

3 b*a
ling of the 
Requiring

de chu

is preferable to confining the 
pregnant mare in a box stall 
and condemning her to in
activity for several weeks. 
When suitable work 
be found for the brood 
she should be given the 
freedom of 
dock.

51
alb Shortness of Breath 

The abdomen becomes 
vy. so that standing and 

" " Iking becomes less com-
wrrt ^ble The greatly in
itial uterus eni roaches

the digestive apparatus, 
respiratory apparatus.

upon it to
animal shows a certain 
ness of breath. At the 
time, the increased ac- 
of the body’s vital pro 

increase the work of 
heart and kidneys.

. rh<>se changes are far

lings

pasture or pad-
higl

Proper precautions must be 
taken to protect the heavy 
mare against external viol
ence or injury, 
not be crowded into close 
quarters, and certainly not 
in places where she is liable 
to be kicked or where she 
would be especially induced 
to do so herself When used 
on the waggo 
plements, the 
pole must be 
Care must be 
prevent falls on slippery or 
icy roads. When used under 
the saddle the girth must not 
be drawn too tight.

Of great importance is the 
feeding of the mare, 
fullness of her abdomen 
points toward the advisabil
ity of selecting a ration that 
is not too voluminous. What
ever feed, concentrated or 

(Continu*! on page 6)
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n or other im- 
jostling by the 

prevented.

br'ng abnormal, even if 
should be given full 

ling. ••deration in manage-
rin '*• They may even be re
felt ** safety devices for

unhorn colt. The slug- 
Bess ot heavily preg 

">*re. as well as her 
breath, are ex- 

fnrtora in the
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HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER IN OPERATION

V

Electric Power is Doing Many Chorea, Little and Great, On Farms 
Nowadays.

™nvL^mal <w ,Uti°lnafT ™oto[« Perform such minor operations as running the 
milking machine snd turning the separator, the root pulper and the grindstone or 
pow« art igffftjSgT supplies the simplest and beat of SltaEs of
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